I. Choose the best answer

1. Who is going to __________ your children when you’re at work?
   A. look for       B. look up       C. look after       D. look out
2. Can you turn __________ the lights? It’s too dark.
   A. on            B. off            C. in              D. for
3. I like oranges, __________ my brother doesn’t.
   A. because       B. but            C. and            D. even though
4. If __________ were inexpensive and unlimited, many things in the world would be different.
   A. pollution     B. energy         C. standard       D. sewage
5. __________ you work harder, you will fail the final exam.
   A. If            B. Although       C. Unless         D. Because
6. Oil is one of our most important __________.
   A. natural disasters B. nuclear power C. solar energy D. natural resources
7. All the students are looking forward __________ their summer vacation in the countryside.
   A. to spending    B. to spend       C. spending       D. spend
8. I like learning languages. I want __________ an extensive course of English.
   A. to come        B. to attend      C. to get          D. to have
9. I suggest you ______ to the hospital with your parents.
   A. go            B. should go      C. going          D. A and B are correct
10. That’s wonderful. I’m pleased ______ you are working hard.
    A. with          B. that          C. what           D. where
11. He denied ______ her last night.
    A. meet          B. to meet       C. meeting        D. to meeting
12. Lan spoke English __________ after she lived in England for several months.
    A. nature        B. natural       C. naturally      D. unnaturally
13. He likes her a lot. ______ ; he didn’t call her so often.
    A. Moreover      B. However       C. Because        D. Therefore
14. Classes will be canceled tomorrow __________ it is a national holiday.
    A. therefore      B. because       C. but            D. because of
15. In winter, heating __________ for 50 per cent of our electricity bill.
    A. takes          B. occupies      C. accounts       D. costs
16. “What about collecting used paper, bottles and cans every day?” — “__________ ”
    A. Well done      B. That’s a good idea C. I’m afraid of   D. That’s very kind of you
17. If you __________ their work, you will find hers is much better.
    A. account        B. consume       C. waste          D. compare
18. She dislikes __________ to do something by others.
    A. ask            B. to ask        C. asking         D. being asked
19. This sign means: A. Littering is permitted here.
               B. We must not use recycle bins.
               C. We must put waste paper into the bin.
D. Dust bins can be found everywhere.

20. This sign means:
   A. Your vehicle’s height must be higher than 3.5 meters.
   B. Your vehicle’s height must be lower than 3.5 meters.
   C. Your vehicle’s height is not limited.
   D. Your height must be higher than 3.5 meters.

II. GIVE THE CORRECT FORM OF WORD:
   21. We suggest ____________ the light bulb. It is broken. (replace)
   22. The law is no longer ____________. (effect)
   23. ____________, the mummy got up and smiled at the viewers. (sudden)
   24. He ____________ declined her invitation. (polite)
   25. Hanoi will be clear and ____________ tomorrow. (cloud)
   26. My brother can fix electric ____________ very well. (apply)
   27. This library is open to all ____________. (read)
   28. There is a ____________ faucet in your kitchen. (drip)
   29. I am very ____________ because they use electricity to catch fish. (worry)
   30. I want to see the ____________ of environment from the local authority. (protect)

III. REARRANGE THE SENTENCES:
   31. take a shower / we should / to save energy / instead of / I think / a bath / 
      → ________________________________________________________
   32. coal, gas and oil / natural resources / solar energy / We can save / instead of / by using / 
      → ________________________________________________________

IV. REWRITE
   33. Shall we use gas instead of burning coal?
      → I suggest that __________________________________________.
   34. Tom failed the exam because of his laziness.
      → Because Tom __________________________________________
   35. It would be a good idea to take more exercise.
      → He advised me __________________________________________
   36. I consider that managing to know what other people are thinking is quite impossible.
      → I find it ________________________________________________
   37. The woman asked the policeman to check her house.
      → My brother had her _______________________________________ 
   38. The police continued to watch the house.
      → The police went _________________________________________
   39. Be careful or you will break the phone.
      → If ____________________________________________________
   40. If you don’t start working hard now, you won’t be able to pass the final exam.
      → Unless _________________________________________________
💡 Gợi ý:
1. Suggest + V-ing …
   Suggest + (that) Someone + (should) Vo + something
   Suggest + (that) something + (should) BE V3/ed + By someone.
2. Because S + V…, ….
   Because of + V-ing …, ….. (S1= S2)
   Because of + the / one’s + (adj) N .., ….
3. Get / ask / advise ….+ someone + (not) TO Vo …..
4. S + find + O + Adj + TO Vo …..
5. S + have + someone + Vo + something
   S + have / get + something + V3/ed + by someone
6. Continue = go on : tiếp tục
7. ML …. Or …. (IF + you , chọn đổi thể 1 vế)
8. If… not = Unless